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Effects of Pedestrian Signals on Safety, Operations, and
Pedestrian Behavior-Literature Review
SNEHAMAY KHASNABIS, CHARLES V. ZEGEER, AND MICHAEL J. CYNECKI

During the pãst 20 years, cities throughout tñe United States and Europe have
installed d¡fferent typos of pedestrian signals in an effort to improve the ssfety
and operat¡onal aspects of urban intersect¡ons. The purpose of this paper ¡s to
summar¡ze the state of the art of psdestr¡an s¡gnals ¡n terms of the¡r effect on
safety, operational impaas, and the behav¡oral aspects of pedestr¡ans. Of the
s¡x stud¡os rsv¡ewsd on pedestrian signals and safety. only one attempted to
ânalyze pedestrian accident data, but the small sample size and infrequency of
pedestr¡an accidents proyented the researehers from making statistically sound
conclusions. Other stud¡es used compliance as a safety msasure and generally
conduded that pedestr¡an signals result in increased compliance and thus contr¡bute to inc*eased safety, although there was no conclusive proof of increased safety benefits. The five papers reviewed on operational ¡mpasts
çnerally ind¡cated that pedestrian signals will almost always increase pedestrian delay, and, at locations that have heavy vehicular volume, overall vehicular delay is also l¡kely to ¡ncrease. Several authors noted that pedestr¡ans
often jump the gun, regardless of the presence or absence of pedestr¡an signals. Concerning pedestrian signals and behâvior, the literature generally
ind¡cated that (al flashing signals were found to be no mo¡e or less effective
than steady signals and (bl the presence of a clearance ¡nterval with a pedestrian signal tends to increase compliance rates. The stud¡es also ¡nd¡cated
that pedestrians are likely to ignore signals unde¡ low vehicular volume
conditions, particularly when clearance intervals exceed the minimum.

Recent research in the area of pedestrian safety has
uncovered a number of problems regarcling pedestrian

signalization alternatives. In some cases, signals
installed have failed to command adequate attention
of pedestrians. In other cases, they have failed to
convey a clear neaning¡ and yet in others, the
intent of the signal has been totally misinterpreted. As a reeult, questions have been raised by
traffic
experts regardÍng the effectiveness of
signals in inproving the safety and operational
featurês of the intersection.
The current verslon of the Manual of Uniform
Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) provides general
guidelines on the installation of pedeetrian signals
(I). According to IIUTCD, pedestrian signals ¡nây be
installed under the following clrcumstances:
1. The crossing is at an established school
c

rossing ,
2. The pedestrian cannot see

the traffic signal,
3. An exclusive pedestrian crossing interval or
phase ls provided at one or more crossings,
4. Àny volu¡ne of peilestrian actívity requires
the use of a pedestrian clearance indication to
¡ninimize peilestrian-vehicle conflícts and assist
pedestrlans in naking a safe crossing,
5. I{ultiphase intersections cause confusion to
pedestrians, and
6. Pedestrians cross part of a street to an
island during an ínterval and will not have sufficient ti¡ne to cross another part of the streeÈ.
UUTCD describes a total of eight signal vrarrants,
four of whlch have direct or lndirect pedestrian
implications. These are the pedestrian volume
warrant, the school crosslng v¡ârrant, the accident
vtarrant, and the co¡nbination of vlarrants. However,
conslderation of pedestrian factors in actual slgnal
inEtallation is not very contnon. For example¡ a
study conducted for the National Cooperative Highway
Research Program (NCHRP) found that, out of a sample
survey, only 21.2 percent of the traffic signals
were installed based on warrants that consider

peflestrian factors and only 1.3 percent of the
traffic signals were instatled based on the pedestrian volu¡ne warrant (2).
The basic types of signal tlning for pedestrlan
signals include (as provided in UUTCD)
1. Concurrent or standard tining

(where the

pedestrians walk concurrently r{ith moving traffic),

2. Eârly release (where pedestrians are allowed
to leave the curb before traffic is allowed to turn),
3. Lâte release (which holds pedestrians until a
portion of Èhe phase is given Èo turníng vehicleÊ),
and

4. Exclusive pedestrian interval, where pedestrians have a protected crossing interval.
or Barnes dance timing is a form of exclusive tining where pedestrians are allowed to cross
diagonally across an intersection.
fn order to justify the installation and use of
pedestrian signals¡ it is important to know thelr
effects on safety¡ operations, and behavior. The
use of accident data is considereal the most desírable nethod of rneasuring the safety effectiveness of
countermeasures. However, when accident data are
inadequate or not available, indirect neasures must
be used. One promising method of assesslng the
safety benefits of pedestrian countermeasures is the
use of behavioral observations. Nonaccident behavioral analysis has been used in the past for identifying unsafe pedestrian actions and for evaluating
the effectiveness of pedestrian countermeasures
(3). In a few other studies, researchers have
attemPted to evaluate the operational effects of
pedestrian signals and have used ¿lifferent types of
delay neasures to deter¡nine whether pedestrian
signals or different pedestrian signal-tining
schemes $rill result in operationâI inprove¡nents.
The purpose of this paper 1s to review research
studies on pedestrlan signals to obtain a better
understanding of (a) vrhether pedestrians signals
improve pedestrian safety, (b) whether any operational improvenents result fro¡n these signals, and
(c) whether or not pedestrian signals result in
better conpliance.
Several criteria were used to revÍew the artlcles
related to peilestrian signals, including
Scra¡nble

1. Approprlateness of the analysis nethods,
2. Adequacy of the data base used,
3. Validity of the concluslons reached, and
4. Overall applicability of the study results.
SAFETY IIIîPACTS OF PEDESTRIAN SIGNAI,S

A number of technical articles were revÍe¡ved in the
general area of pedestrian safety and signals.

Fleiq and Duffy
Fleig and Duffyr in a study in New York City during
the early 1960s, exarnined behavioral data at a given
intersection and li¡nited accident data aÈ a number
of urban intersections before and after the installation of pedestrian signals (4).
Pedestrian
behavior, rathêr than accidents, yras used as a
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primary neasure of effectiveness of signals

because

of the problem of sarnple size and necessary lead
t ime.

The authors identified a number of pedestrian
actions or víolations as unsafe acts and deternined
the trends ín these unsafe acts before and after the
installation of a pedestrian eignal with a Barne8
dance (scramble) phasing. For the accident study,
they analyzed the pedestriân accident data ât a
total of Ll intersections one year before and one
year åfter the installation of the pedestrian
signals f6ee table below (4)1.
Intersection
No.
r74
224
310
421
53I
624
730
813
911
1033
TI
Total

Nô. of Pedêstriån Accidents
I Year Prior
1 Year After
to Signal
Signal

Installation

Installation

indices and other statistic6 on pedestrian crossings. ¡rlortimer found that
I. Better signal cornpliance was found at intersections with peilestrian signals than at those
wíthout thent
2. Fewer illegal starts and ¡nore successful
crossings were made at intersections with peclestrian
signals than at those wÍthout Pedestrian signals¡
3. Hazard-index values calculated for intersections rrith pedestrian 6ignal6 eere slightly lower
than those calculated for intersections without
pedestrian signalst

4. Potentially serious pedestrian-vehicLe conflicts were reduced substantÍally at intersections
with pêdestrian signals; and
5. The use of pedestrian crossings was instrunental in inproving conpliance and in Providing more
inforrnation to pedestrians, which resulted in more
comfortabLe crossings and fewer crossing hazards.

24
27

25

They found no significant reduction in the proportion of unsafe acts before and after the installation of pedestrían signals. Based on Èhis evldence,
the authors concluded that pedestrian signals are
not an effective ¡nethod for reducing pedestrian
accidents.

The number of pedestrian accidents at the lL
intersections studied were reduced slightly (27
versus 25') after installation of the pedestrian
signals. However, the sna11 sa¡nple of intersections
and the low number of accidents in the sanple did
not allo¡r for a conclusive statistical analysis.
This 1i¡nitation was also recognized by the authors.
The use of several years of åccident data, a
Iarge nunber of sites, and a better experitnental
design (i.e., use of randomized control sites,
conparison sites, or trend anâlysis) would have
greatly enhanced the experlnental plan and could
hâve resulted in some important findings relative to
pedestrían signâls and their effect on safety.
Another way to have enhanced the study nould have
been to review each accident report carefully to
ornit any pedeÊtrian accidents that are totally
unrelated to the pedestrian signals. For exanple,
accidents that are attributable to unrelated fâctors
such as vehicle failure or drunk drivinq should be
screened out in such an analysis. The authors clo
This
not report on any such screeníng effort.
study, however, ís one of the few that attenpted to
analyze actuaL pedestrian accident data to assess
the effectiveness of pedestrian signals. The stuily
¿loes not show any conclusive evidence about either a
positive or a negative effect of pedestrian signals
vrith respect to accidents.

This study provides sorne useful infornation
regarding pedestrian cotÍpliance' specifically ln
comparíng intersections with ancl without pe¿lestrian
signals. However, without any known quantifiable
relation between pedestrian conpliance and acciclentsr Èhe true effects of pedestrian signals on
safety (i.e. ' pedestrian accldents) cannot be
determine¿!.
Skelton, Bruce, and Trenchard

skelton, Bruce, and Trenchard, in a study related to
the effectiveness of pelican crossings, conducted
surveys at a number of sites in the city of Newcastle-upon-ryne and in a town in rural NorthumberIand, England (6). Pelican crossings are pedestrian-actuated crossings, used extensively in
England, Australia' and so¡ne European countriesr in
which the pedestrian phase is initiated by a pedestrian push button. zebra crossings are crossings
that have alternate black and white stripes ancl are
occasÍonally marked with flashing beacons. The
study did not analyze any accident, operational, or
compliance data but mainly focusetl on an opinion
survey anong pedestrians on the understanding and
effectiveness of pelican crossings. The study
concluded that the general public (pedestrians as
well as drivers) tacked understandlng of the way in
which pelican crossings were designed to function.
The study recomnended that, if the potential of the
crossing devices are to be fully realized, significant operâtional and clesÍgn improvements must be
made.

l,!ortimer

The above study cannot necessarily be categorized
as a safety study, since it does not ¿leal wíth any
accident or compliance data. However, it provides
infor¡nation relative to the effectiveness of new or
innovative control devices and public accePtability. The sÈudy suggests that adequate publicity and
appropriate pLacement are necessary prerequisites to
the successful use of any new control device. The
message of these devices must be properly received
and understood by the motorists and pedestrians if
the intended purpose is to be achieved.
Abrams and snith

!{orti¡nêr conpared the compliance rates of pedestrian
crossÍngs at intersections with and without pedestrians signals (5). His nethodology consisted of
(a) identifying si¡nilar signal-controLled intersections with and without pedestrian signal (WALK and
DONrT WALK) indications, (b) cotlecting data at
these intersections on pedestrian compliance as well
as on the incidence of successful cotnpletion of
crossing, and (c) developing tr.ro types of hazard

smith (Z), in their effort to address the
safety (and deLay) aspects of pedestrian signals,
analyzed three types of signal phasing (i.e., early
release, late release, an¿l scranble ti¡ning) [Figure
I (7)1. The authors performe¿l conpliance studies in
Sioux City, Io¡ra, and concluded that
1. The early release of Pedestrlans ¡nay provide
a rneasure of additional safety, but the benefits
nere not Precisely determined;
Abrams and
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Based on these findlngs, I{iIliarns suggests that
it is not possible to ilefinltely conclude that
pelican crossings signiflcantly increase pedestrian
safety. He nentions that, in most of the sites
vrhere positive safety benefits eere indicatedr the
results aPPear to be masked by the presence of other
factors. A number of other countermeasureg lrere
installed at these sites (e.9., antiskld surfacing
and guardrails), and the effects of these treatments
are very difficult
to isolate from the overall
safety effect of the pellcans. Although thê stu¿liês
reported by lrlilllams ilo not provide conclusive
evídence of the positive safety benefits of pelican
crossings, there was âIso no indication of any
adverse effect of the devices.
Inwood anil Grayson
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2. Higher cornpliance rates associated wíth the
late-release technique are indícative of íncreased
pedestrian safety; and
3. Scramble tinring has the capability of increasing pedestrlan safety by completely eliminating
pedestrian-vehlcular conflict¡ however, violatíon
rates for scramble timing were found to be higher,
particularly at narroer streets.
The authorsr postulated assoclation between
safety and conpliance appears to be based prinarily
on judgnentaL factors as opposed to any specific
data analysis. The higher violation rates at
scrarnble-timed intersections (i.e., where an exclusive pedestrian phase exlsts with diagonal crossings
permitted) is indicative of the higher pedestrian
delay generâ1ly associated with these locations.
This study provides useful lnforrnation regarding
pedestrian behavior and conpliance relative to
varÍous pedestrian sígnal-Èimlng schernes (i.e.,
early releaser late releaser standard, and scranble
ti¡ning), grhich may or mäy not be indicative of
pedestrian safety.
tililliams

trlillia¡ns discussed the evolution of the pelican
concept in England and in Australia and su¡nmarlzed
the findings and experiences of dlfferent researchers about safety. operation, and behavior (!). The
discussion is primarily oriented toward a conparison
with its predecêssor, the zebra crosslng. the
author mentions that uncontrolled zebra crossings,
origlnally introcluced in 1951, were reported to
cause delay and congestion ln heavy vehicle and
pedestrian flows. Pellcan crossings appeared to
present considerable advantages over zebra crosslngs. Willia¡ns also nentions that at least one
study in Australia found that âccidents decreased by
60 percent at a sample of pelican crossings that
were originall"y zebra crossings.

Inwood and Grayson, in a study conductedl for the
Transport and Road Research Laboratory, England¡
anâlyzed injury accident data, pedestrian counts,
and vehicle flows for lengths of road on and near
pedestrían crossings (-9.1. The prime objective of
this study was to compare pedestrian accident rates
at zebra and pelican crossings. The cancliclate
crossings erere locaÈed in si¡nilar conditíons at
sites throughout England and were selected on the
basis of good visibility ând not being too close to
busy intersections. The study showed no evidence of
a difference in pedestrian accident rates bet$reen
pelican and zebra crosslngs. However, pelican
crossings tended to have a lower total injury accident rate than zebras when the road length in the
vicÍnity of the crossings ís taken into account.
It appears that push-button signals (pelicans)
are not any more effective than pavement narkings
with flashing beacons (zebras) in reducing pedestrian accidents. However, when injury accidents are
considered, pedestrian-actuated signal crossings are
¡nore effective than zebra crossings.
OPERÀTIONAL IMPACTS OF PEDESTRIAN SIGNÀLS

The i¡npact of pedestrian signals on traffic operation at or near urban intersections has been studied

by a number of researchers. Traffic engineers, in
Particular, have been concerned about thê possible
effect of pedestrian signals on delay to pedestrians
and notorists and on intersection câpacity.
Abrams ånd Snith

Abrams and Smlth evaluated the delay effects of
three types of peilestrian signals--earIy release,

late release, and scramble timing--relative Èo
standard (concurrent) co¡nbined vehicle-pedestrÍan
interval U.). They used time-Iapse photography to
record events and computea¡ delay fron the recordeal
data. For this study, delay was defined as nthe
difference betereen the tine required for a rightturning novement with pedestrianË in the crosswalk
and the tlne required for a rlght-turning movement
without pedestrlans ln the crossvralk.r
The study showed that the standard (concurrent)
pedestrian-vehicle interval wiII almost aLways
result in lower overall pedestrian and vehicle delay
than will other pedestrian signal-timing schemes
(i.e., scramble¡ early releaser or late rel,ease).
The only exception to this occurs in cases of long
queues of vehicles in a right-turn lane (or leftturn lane of a one-yray street) caused by pedestrianThe specific conclusions were
vehicle conflicts.
that the early-release technique always increases
total intersection delay. The late-release technique may result ln a reduction of total intersection delay only under certain combinations of volume
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2, Signal phasing diagram used by Wilson,
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Prettv

Pretty analyzed the relative delays to pedestrlans
and vehicles with tno methods of signal-tining
schemes: (a) exclusive pedesÈrian phase (scramble
tining) and (b) shared-phase (concurrenÈ) with rnotor
vehicles (19). He used a deter¡nlnistic numerical
technique [developed by trtit].er (11)1 that is commonly used in Australia to compute bicycle crossing
intervalsr signal settings, and delays. He estirnated pedestrian and vehicle delays for varying
cycle lengths that corresponded to the two types of
signal control timing schemes. pretty also assumed
that pedestríans arrive at a uniform rate throughout
each cycle ånd that the number of pedestrians desiring to cross both streets is twice the nunber that
cross one street. His assumption of pedestrian
arrivals contradicts assu¡nptions made by some
researchers in the United States.
The numerical examples presented by pretty do not
lend themselves to a direct conparison betrreen the
trro types of control. It appears from the results
presented that Bcra¡nble timing increases both pedestrian and vehicular delay significantly although the
signal pararneters (e.g.r cycle length) analyzed in
the thro cases are different. The author does not
address the guestion of erhether the dlfferences in
the total int.ersection delay are due to the types of
control or to the signal parameters. pretty also
shor.rs that pedestrians are always likely to benefit
fron shorter cycle lengths (due to reduced pedestrian delay) and that increased pedestrian volume
significantly increases pedestrian delay.
S¡nith

Smith discusses problems associated with the lack of
conslstency in the tlrning of pedestrian clearance

intervals as well as different phasing schemes
(Ia). He computed both the vehicle right-Èurn
delays and pedestrian ilelays for two hypothesized
tining schemes: (a) ¡nlni¡num clearance alternative
(i.e.' the clearance interval is only long enough to
cross the street that provides a longer WALK intervâl) and (b) minimum WALK alternative (i.e., the
llÀLK interval is only a few seconds long and a
Ionger flashing DONIT !ÌALK interval exlsts) (12).
Vehicular right-turn delay was conputed by using
a relation that was developed from data collected
for 68 h of tirne-Iapse photogråphy at lntersection
approaches in $lashington, D.C.; Phoenix, Àrizonai
Akron, Ohiot and Ca¡nbridge, Irlassachusetts. Pedestrian delay vras calculate¿l by using a bileveL
ârrival rate with the assu¡nptlon that such arrivals
are highest during and just prlor to the ¡{ALK interval and approxi¡nately haJ.f that rate following the
WALK interval.

Smithrs study showed that the ninitnun IVALK aIternative reduces vehícIe rlght-turn delay because
of no interference bet¡reen pedestrians antl vehicleg
after the initial platoon of vehiclee ha8 crossed
the street. Snith also conclualed that the increase
in pedestrian delay of the minimum ¡{ALK aLternative
over the others was significantly greater than the
decrease Ín vehlcle right-turn aletay. He concluded
that clearance lntervals longer than the minimum
generally increase overall intersectlon delay.
Wilson

wilson, in his study conducted at the lransport and
Road Research Laboratory, England¡ assessed the
operational and behavioral effects of lnstaLllng an
audible signal for pedestrians at intersections that
have pedestrian indicatlons (13). The concept of an
audible pedestrian signal has been introduced in
recent years as a possible åid to blind or visually
inpaired pedestrians. A speaker, attåched to the
pedestrian signal, emits a beeping, buzzing, or
chirping noise during certain slgnal phases to supplenent the visual pe¿lestrian display. The slgnal
phasing diagrarn used by Wilson is shown in Figure 2
(13). He used tine-lapse photography to record
ådult pedestrian crossings at a signatized intersection before and after the installation of the åudib1e signal. hlilsonr s rnajor concluslons are as
follows:
1. Pedestrian delay at the curb was not affected
by the installation of the auilible signalt
2. Time taken Èo cross the road by pedestrians
crossing during the igreen man' phase decreased by 5
percent i
3. For those pedestrians who stalted to cross
during the green nan phase, a signiflcant reduction
v¡as obtained in the proportion who failed to complete their crosging before the vehlcle green signal
began; anil

4. Signíficant differences in pedestrian behavior and delay were observed betereen the before anal
after data that seemed to be indicative of positive
safety effects of audible signals.
Audible signals might be particularly beneficial
to visually handicapped pedestrians. On the other
hand, these slgnals may also cause potentlal confusion to pedestrians regarding which direction to
cross. One argument âgâinst the use of audibLe
pedestrian signals for handicapped pedestrians is
that, unless they are used everywhere. they may
cause more probLems than they solve, slnce the blind
cannot always count on having the audible nessage at
every intersection. The paper by $lilson points out
sma1l but statistically
slgnificant reductlons ln
delay to nonhandicapped pedestrlans.
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PEDESTRIAN SIGNALS AND BEHAVIOR

The possible effects of pedestrian signals on the
behavior of pedestriåns and motorists have been a
topic of research â¡nong traffic
engineers and
psychologists for a numb€r of years. the aspect of
such behavioral studies is of importance to ¡nany
safety anâlysts because, in the absence of suffi-

cient accident data¡ behavioral changes associåted
vrith pedeEtriân signalE tnay often be regarded as
indicative of safety benefits or disbenefits.
willians
hlilliarns discussed pedestrían behavior relative to
pelican crossings in England (8). His paper included a review of numerous papers on the subject.
Based on his findings, williârns makes the general
conclusion thaÈ pedestrians tend to accept naturål
gaps in traffic rather than wait for the signal to
provide â protected crossing interval. This behavior nay not be har¡nful if pedestrians accept only
safe gaps. However, unneceÊsary rnotorist delays
(and unnecessary risks to pedestrians) tnay be caused
by pedestrians who cross on red signals after
activating the pelican signal.
S¡nith

S¡nith discussed the inportance of compliance to
signal inilications by pedestrians and suggests that
the purpose of a pedestrian clearance interval is
likely to be defeated íf such clearance intervals
are longer than the rnínimun required íntervals
(f2). Studies were performed at trdo intersections
each in the cities of Washington, D.C.; Phoenix,
Arizonat and Buffalo, Nehr York, to deternine pedestrian compliance to a flashing DON|T WALK interval
that !¡as longer than the minÍmum clearance. At each
intersection several tirnlng schemes were instâIIe¿|,
which ranged from the minimun clearånce interval to
long clearance intervals, and compliance data were
collected.
The data showed a trênd of lower compliance
(lowest percentage begins to walk during the IÌALK
interval) for those tining alternatíves that have
the least anount of time allocated to the IYALK
interval (longer clearance inÈervals). Pedestrians
appeared to show a higher degree of disregard for
flashing DONrT tilALK clearance intervals Èhat are
l-onger than the nini¡nurn. The author states that the
reason for the decrease in conpliance for clearance
intervals longer than the ¡ninimurn appears to be that
average pedestrians are not fooled into thinking
they have less tine to cross the street before vehicles in the cross street are released.
Based on these results, pedestrian signals should
generally be set with the ninimu¡n clearance interval
and the lilALK interval should not be less than sone
míni¡nu¡n period. Of courser when setting any clearance interval, care should be taken to alloy¡
adequate time for slower-than-average walkers (i.e.,
elderly and handicapped pedestrians) .
Robertson

Robertson, in a paper that wâs developed as a part
of a Federal Highway Administratíon (FIIvlA) study on
pedestrian safety, reported on user preference and
unclerstanding of synbol displays (as opposed to vrord
messages) and on the field testing anil evaluation of
these displays (f,!.
Five preference surveys were
conducted: t\do of traffic engineers and safety
experts, tero of pedestrians in 12 cities, and one of
school children.
The author discusses different conceptual forms

847

of sy¡nbolic signäI displays and presents the result
of each preference survey with appropriate details.
The data show a great deal of difference in opinion
and response to symbols and colors anong engineers¡
adult pedestrians' and school children. OveraLl,
the walking man sl¡nbol (9¡ÀLK phase) message and the
hand signal (DONTT WÀLK interval) were recorunended.
Kyle

KyIe attempted to evaluate the effectiveness of
dynanic pedestrian signals in controlling pedestrian
¡nove¡nents (15). A major difference betneen a conventional signal and the dynanic signal is that â
conventional signal is likely to change to DONrT
WALK whlle pedestrians are in the crosswalk. The
dyna¡nic signal allows the pedestrian to see the WALK
indication the entire time he or she is crossing.
In his stu¿ly, Kyle used a before-after experimental design in which pedestrian observation data
were collected at two experirnental and two control
intersections. Tine-Iâpse photography and manual
counting ¡nethods were used to record pedestrian
tnovements at the candldate locations in the Chanpaign, Illinois, urban area. Kylers study showed
that the dynanic pedestrlan signal tended to reduce
the nu¡nber of illegal peilestrian tnovernents in the
intersection areâ. A greater percentage of pedestrians crosseil during the clearance interval in the
after phase when the dynanic signal was in operation
than during the before phase. Hovrever, other problerns encountered with the mechanics of dynanlc
signals hanpered their use (15).
stoddard
Stoddard also conducted a study' si¡nilar to that of

KyLe, to assess the effectiveness of dynamic pedes-

trian signâIs in controLling pedestrian traffic
(l-q). TÌ{o types of analyses were conducted. First,
a cornparison of before and after reactions was
conducted by using a peclestrian compliance count at
a specified intersection. Seconal' pedestrians were
interviewed to deternine pedestrian reaction to the
new type of signal. A total of 558 pedestrian
interviews were conducted two months âfter the nest
signals were installed.
The study showed that a significant nurnber of
pedestrians were cleared fron the crossyralk that had
the dynanic signal, and the author reco¡n¡nended that
this type of pedestrian control would be approprlate
for intersections nhere the pedestrian interval is
short or the crosgwalk distances are relatively
long. The interviews showed that only a small percentage of the pedestrians are likely to be confused
by the new signal (16).
Retzko and Androsch

Retzko and Androsch stu¿lied pedestrian behavlor at

signalized intersections in Dusseldorf and a few
other cities in the Fealeral Republic of Germany
(17.). The authors investigated pedestrlan behavior
at a nu¡nber of signalized intersectlons with and
without an amber phase in the pedestrian signals.
Data were collected on pedestrian walking patterns
and at 24 crosswalks of similar geo¡netrics for a
total of 5000 cycles during L972-L973. The authors
found that the presence of an amber phase generally
resulted in better pedestrian compliance. Furthermore, in the absence of an amber phase, pedestrians
tended to walk against the red. Based on this
finclingr the authors recommended the installation of
an amber phase (clearance interval) for pedestrian
signals.
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trians who do not stop also do not look. In
short, there are a reasonable nunber of pedestrians who do not appeår to assess the traffíc
situation before crossing the street.
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Sterlinq

Sterling attenpted to quantify pedestrian reaction
to flashing IIALK as well as the steady wAf,K indications (18). He describes two measurable aspects of
pedestriân attributes as reflectíve of pedestrian
behavior:

1. Observation rate--the percentage of
crossings

legal

and

2. Conflict rate--the percentage of crossings
with specif ically defined interruptions.
The quantification of these variables was used to

develop conclusions with respect to Pe¿lestrian
reaction regarding the flashing wÀLK an¿l steady WALK
intervals.
sterllng collecte¿l pedestrían behavior data at
locations that have a high concentration of pedestrian and vehicular volume during tvrelve I-h
periods. In virtually all comparlsons, the reaction
to flashing WALK was less favorablê than that to
steady WALK. Àtthough the percentage difference in
conffict rate is not so drastic as in the conpliance
rate, the effectiveness of flashing WALK signals
The
appears questionable from these results.
specific conclusions of this study are that a significantly higher percentage of legal crossings
occurred with the steady WALK as cornpared with the
flashlng WÀLK. A signifícantly higher percentage of
illega1 conflict crossings occurred with the fLashing WALK thãn with the steady WÀLK.
The results of this study point out the general
rnisunderstanding of the flashing WALK (or flashing
man) indication as a warning to peclesÈrians to wåtch
for turning vehicles. t¡tany states still do not use
the flashing walk concept either because they have
reservations about its vaLue or because some of
their signal harilware is not easily adaptable to a
flashing node.
ilenninqs and Others
Jenníngs and others studied pedestrian behavior at

a

of signalized locations that had experienced
a large number of pedestrian accidents in the City
of Portland (19). The authors used viileo recording
techniques to observe pedestrian behavior at sÍgnalized intersections. They found that pedestrian
behavior could be describecl in terms of its unsafe
nu¡nber

Reiss dliscussed the behavior of young pedestrians
(ages 5-14) during street crossíngs for tyPicâl
school trips (29,2L'1. students in the eastern
United states were observed walking to school and
were then surveyed regarding their behavior and the
underlying knowledge associated s¡ith their habits as
pedestríans. By using accident and age distribution
data collected by the American Automobile Association, Reiss shorùed that (20' 2!) "there is a nearmonotonic relationship betereen age and accident
involvenent rate for the 5 to 14 year olil population.n The youngest students are considerably overrepresented in the school trip accident datar as
illustrated in Figure 3 (20).
Reissr study shoers that, with an increase in aget
a greater proportion of the students will cross with
the green signal. This increased knowledge of
traffic control devíces with student age closely
matche6 the decreasing rate of student involvement
in accidents. Furtherr studentsr ProPensity toivard
taking risks may increase with age. Howeverr as the
accident data indicate' this may be offset by irr
proved knowledge and ability to interPret the signal
indication with increasing age and by an increased
ability of the mâtured pedestrians to take evasive
actions in cases of an approaching vehlcle.
Robertson

Robertson analyzed pedestrian behavior, conpliance.
and undlerstanding for cllfferent types of word
messages (22). The author reports on three experÍnents conducted that included (a) comparison of
steady DONrT wAIrK to flashlng DONrT WALK, (b)
co¡nparison of DONiT START with DoNrT wÀLK, an¿l (c)

conparison of steady wÀLK with flashing wÀLK
messages. All three experinents vJere conducted
simultaneously in Buffalo, New York, and Phoenix. A
before and after study design t{as emPloyed to
conduct the exPerinents. It was found that
I. A Eteady DONiT WALK clearance display aPpears
to have the same effectiveness as a flashing DONiT
I{ALK clearance display. Evidence is not sufficient
to conclude that a steâdy clearancê is better than â
flashing clearance.
2. The DON|T START message offers little or no
improvement over the current DoNrT IIALK message.
3. À flashing WALK is not an effective means of
warning pedestrians about turning vehicles.

aspects:
CONCLUSIONS

Numerous pedestrians

do not obey the DON|T WALK
signal. Nu¡nerous pedestrians do not Look ín the
presence of either a $IALK or DONrT WALK signal
before crossing the street. lloreover, the pedes-

Research in the area of pealestrian safety has gained

considerâb1e prominence over the
Pedestrians have historically

last

decade.

accounted for a large
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Table 1. Summary of pede3tr¡an
siudies in tñs rafety aÞa,
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Use

of

Accident
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Use of

Compliance

Loætion of Study

Data

Data

General Conclusion

Abrams and Smith

Sioux City, Iowa

No

Yes

Mortimer

Eastern Michigan

No

Yes

Improve compliance obærved since
installation of pedestdan signals
Decrease in conflict, illegal starts,
and hazard-index values since the

Yes

installation of pedestrian signals
A small reduction in pedestrian ac-

Autho¡s

University
Fleig and

Duffy

New York

Yes,

limited

cidents at I I intersections does

not provide statistically reliable
conclusions; no significant reducInwood and

Grayson

England

Yes

Skelton and

Trenchard

England

No

No

England and

Yes

No

Williams

Australia

number of hlghway fatalitles.
The occurrence of
most of theEe pedestrfan fatalities at or near urban

intersectlons has led traffic experts to believe
that the use of pedestrian signals would improve
pedestriân safety. À number of cities have experímented wlth this concept and håve installed different types of pedestrian signals that have included word ¡nessages, sl¡mbolic mesÊages, flashing
and steady slgnaI indicationE, and even audible
messages for pedestrians.
The overall purpose of thís paper vras to ascertaln exactly lrhat is known regarding the effects of
pedestrlan signal8 on (a) safety, (b) operation, and
(c) behavioral aspects of pedestrians.
PedestrÍan Siqnals and Sâfetv

Six papers were revierùed that addressed the question
of the relation bethreen safety and pedestrian signåIs. Three of these ryere related to experiences in
the United States, and the other three hrere on the
experience of pelican crosslngs in England and
Àustralia. Critical features of these studies are
su¡nmarized in Table 1. This table shows thât only
one atudy attempted to analyze accident data [F1elg
and Duffy (4) l, but data limitations prevented the
researchers fron obtaining ståtistically
sound
resulta. If pedestrlan conpliance is indeed a true
neasure of safety (as postulãted by nany reseârchers), then pedestrian signals could possibly contribute to increased pedestrian safety. Hosever,
none of the studies in the llterature developed a
quantifiable relation betneen pedestrian accident

experience and pedestrian behavior and conpliance.
To Eotîe extent, experiences irith pelican crossings in EngJ.and and Australia reveal sirnilar
trends. Again¡ tt¡e nonavailabÍ1ity of accident data
posed najor problems for the researchers. None of
Èhe studles showed lndications of adverse safety

effects of pelican crossings. Hosever, in cases
nhere definlte posltlve effects were discerned
(after the instållatlon of pelican crossings), it
was dlfficult
to lsolåte the singular effect of
pellcan crosslngs fro¡n other countermeasures lnstalled. The overall general conclusion that can be
nade frorn these studles are that, although there are
indlcatlons from conpliance and behavlor data that
pedeEtrian signals could be beneficial in sone
instances¡ there is no conclusive evidence from the
literature to support the contentlon that pedestrían

tion in unsafe acts noticed
No significant diffe¡ence in pedest¡ian accidents between zebra
and pelican intersctions
Opi¡ion survey indicated a lack
of understanding of operating
characte¡istic of pelican crossings
General ¡eduction in pedesttian
accidents observed with installation of pelican signals; however,
presence of other countermeasu¡es make it difficult to isolate
the effect of pelican signals

signals increase pedestrian safety.

The lack of

understanding and unifornlty of pe¿lestrian signals
may be one of the reasons for the apparant lack of
thelr effectiveness.
Pedestrian siqnals and Traffic Operation

Five papers were reviewed that related to the effect
of pedestrian signals on traffíc operations, of
which tero were based on studies conducted in the
United States, tero in England¡ and one in Australia.
The conÈent and coverage of these papers
were¡ however, somewhat varied in nature.
These revie¡vs showed that pedestrian signats are
almost allrays likely to increase pedestrian deLay,
ând in some instances, depending on the vehicuLar

volume and the signal, parameters, overall vehicular
delay ls also lÍkely to increase. Little effort is
indicated in the Iiterature regardlng equitable
allocation of delay anong pedestrians and ¡notorists. In particular, the queEtion of how to treât
pedeEtrÍan delay (relative to notorists who are more
comfortâbly seated within the enclosed environs of
the automobile) has received insufflcient research
attention.
À number of the authors indicated that pedes_
trians often attetnpt to get a head atart by crosslng
against a red signalr â ![â-ìêüV€r that is associated
with higher risk. Thus, the general conclusion to
be drawn is that pedestriån delay is likely to
increase with the instatlation of pedestrian signalsi and in ¡nany cases, vehicular delay is also
Iikely to increase.

Pedestrian Slqnals and Behavior

The question of behâvioral changes is a toplc of
considerable interest to psychologlsts and safety
researchers. Traffic experts have been interesteã
in this topic primarily because of a possible rela-

tion betrreen pedestrian behavior and Eafety. A
total of 10 papers were reviewed on thfs toplc, of
nhich 7 reLated to experiences in the United States,
I in England, 1 in cernany, and I in Australia. The
followlng conclusions can be drawn:
1. Under low vehlcul,ar volu¡ne conditions, pedestrians are likely to ignore signal indications,
particularly when the clearance lnterval is longer
than the minimum. pedestrians have a general ten-
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dency Èo âccept nâtural gaps in traffic.

2. The conPliance rate for steady WAI,K signals
is higher than that for flashing WALK. Overall' the
conpliance rate for flashing signals aPpears to be
loner than that for steådy signals.
3. Studentsr propensity toward risk (in crossing
streetE) increaEes vrlth aget ho$èver, Èhelr greater
ability to interpret signal indicatlons and to Èake
protective neasures in unsafe siÈuatlons rnay offset
the effect of risk. Àccident experiences are lower
betneen about 14 and 60 years of age.
4. The presence of a clearance interval in a
pedestrlan signal tends to increase cornPliance rates.
Reco¡n¡nendatlon

for Further Studies

Further reaearch efforts are necessary to provlde a
tnore cotnPlete ansr,er to the rnany questions on peilestrian signals.
create comprehensive Pedestrian Accident Data
to Study EffectE of Pedestrlan IndicatÍons

ions.

Creatlon of a larger Pedestrian ãccident data
bage fro¡n different cities that have different types

of pedestrian signals and dlfferent geonetric,
operational, and traffic characteristics ís considered to be the flret critlcal step Ín addressing
safety-related questions. Next, an analysis should
be conducted to extract the effect of various
extraneoua factors, followlng appropriate experí¡nental design procedures' so that the net effect of
dífferent types of signals can be aEcertained.
Establish Relation

Between Conpl"iance and Safety

Irlost researchers have postulated that lncreased
conpliance is indicative of inproved safety. A1though the above hypothesis appears reasonable and
logicalr further studies are necesaary to establish
(in quantitative Èerms) a specific relation between
these two factors. Such relations, once develoPedr
nay be used effectively by traffic exPerta and
reaearchers to evaluate tnore accurately the safety
effects of different pedestrian signal modifications
and other possible pedestrían sâfety tneasures.
Establish Relation

Between Pedestrian Behavior

and Safety

several studles have used pedestrian behavior aE

a

neasure of safety effectlveness. These studies have

used various definitions of unsafe behavlor. HorF
êvêlr no reEearch has in¿lícated Ìrhether any relatlon
exists betrreen pedestrlan accidents and pedestrian
behâvior measures.

Allocate Delay

Define Tolerable Delay

It is not known what constitutes tolerable delay to
the average pedestrians (i.e.r the naximu¡n waitÍng
Èirne príor to the crossing of the Êtreet) before
pedestrians night accept unsafe gaPs in the main
traffic stream. Again, such information wiIl be
helpful in the developnent of a delay-based warrant,
particularly at nonsignalized intersections or at
midblock crossings.

Develop Optirnum Clearance

The Iiterature

Interval for Pedestrians

review revealed two interesting

trends:

Base

Limited information 1a reported in the literature
regardlng actuåI pedestrian accident data to answer
safety-related questions. Sone studies have
analyzed accldent dåta at individual intersectionsr
but the data base used in these studies is too small
to perrnit the developnent of any generâl conclusions. Àt the leve1 of individual intersections'
pedestrian accidents are rare events, notwithstanding that these accidents consÈítute alar¡nÍng proportions in the context of all urbanized intersecC

a¡nong pedestrians and ¡notorists. This allocation must alÊo be sensitive to the differential
exposure consideration of these two grouPs (i.e.,
pedestrians exposed to vteather and motorisÈs within
the enclosed environ¡nent of the autonobile).

âb1y

Anong Pedestrlans and l¡lotorísts

The llterature review lndicates that pedestrian
signals vriII generally result ín lncreased pedestrian delay and ofÈen also in increased vehicular
de1ay. If a delay-based signal warrant is to be
developed' a prerequisite to this step rrould be the
development of a procedure to allocate delay eqult-

I. clearance intervals generally increase co¡npliance rates and
2. Uncler lorvolurne conditions pedestrians are
likely to ignore signal indications when clearance
intervals are exceedingly 1on9.

Thus, there is a threshold value of clearance interval beyond which pedestrians wifl accePt natural

gaps in the traffic atream. If the concept of
clearance interval is to be used effectively, one
must define thiÊ optimun value and develop signaltiming påtterns around this optimum value.
Identify Best signaL lndicatlon
currently, different tlrpes of pedestrian signal
indications are useil in the United States (e.9. r
word messages and symbols) in different operating
modes (e.9., flashing or steady) . The literature
review did not indicate clearly which conbination of
peilestrian slgnals is the noEt effective in co¡nrnandlng attention of the pedestrlans and ln lncreasing
their compliance råtes. llany studies have indicate¿l
a general nlsunderstanding on the Part of pe¿lestrians about the neaning of Pedestrian indications.
Further studies are needed to answer this questíon
so that local traffic agencies can imPle¡nent a more
uniform signal indicatlon.
Develop Inproved IndÍcåtions to 9larn of Potential

Conflicts to Pedestrians and ¡rtotorists

L

so¡ne research has been conPleted in the ârea of
warning of potential conflicts betneen pedestrlans
success has been achieved
and motorlstE, but little
in developlng a clear and effective device to warn
pedestrians and ¡notorlsts of potential conflicts.
The flashing t{ÀLK lndication is currently used ln
sorne jurlsdictions to warn peilestrians of Èurning
vehicles, but it is not used everynhere. Studies
have Ehown a general ¡nisunderstanding of the meaning
of the flashfng !{ALK indication.
Possible äIternatives to nini¡nize this problem
nay include ¡nore uniforrnlty in signal use' better
educâtlon of the neanlng of the signal inclications,
and actlve warnfng devices for pedestrians, notorists, or others.
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Transportation Control Measure Analysis: Bicycle Facilities
SUZAN A. PINSOF

The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 require that areas that have air quality
problems examine the¡r ttansportat¡on system and implement measures to reduce automobile emissions. One of these measures is the ¡mprovement of
bicycle fac¡lit¡es. The purpose of th¡s paper is to determine the air qual¡ty ¡mpact and cost+ffect¡veness of b¡cycle fac¡l¡ties as a transportat¡on control measure (TCM) for air quality in northeastern lllinois. A case study, based on a
survey of the users of commuter bicycle parking at a commuter railroad station
and a rapid transit stat¡on ¡n a Chicago suburb has been used to determine these
impacts. ln addit¡on to the air quality benefits and associated costs of current
levels of commuter bicycling ¡nWilmette, some theoretical benefits and costs
are calculated by extrapolation from the survey data and application of available ridership information for one of the stat¡ons. From the current level of
bicycle trips to the stat¡on and the theoretical lim¡t of potent¡al trips, a ranqe
of possible emission reduct¡ons and costs are calculated. Actual potent¡al a¡r
quality benef¡ts and costs lie somewhere w¡thin th¡s range. Bicycle facilities
are ¡mplemented locally and bicycling act¡vity var¡es cohsiderably from one
commun¡ty to another. For these reasons, the impacts of b¡cycling are best
considered at the locâl scale. Fo¡ compârison to other TCMS, cost+ffective.
ness figures can be used. Even fairly expensive bicycle support facilities are
found to be very cost effective for air quality improvement in relation to other
measures. Each TCM must be evaluated for its socioeconomic as well as its
a¡r qual¡ty impact. Th¡s evaluation ¡s also presented. Bicycle facilities are
found to have few socioeconomic drawbacks.

Bicycle facilities are one of the transportation
control measures (TCl4s) identified by the Clean Air
Act Amendments of 1977 for evaluation as a technique
to decrease dependence on autoÍrobiles and thereby
improve air quality. The Clean Air Act of 1970 requires that each TCM be evaluâteil for its feasibility for use by regions that have air quality probIe¡ns. The corunon measure of feasibility used in
northeastern Illinois (a six-county area that surrounds and includes Chicago) is the cost per ton of
pollutant elinínated by a TCM. This report evaluates the cost-effectiveness for air guality improvernent of bicycle facilíties for comnuters at transit
stations. In addition, a socioecononic inpacts assessrnent required for all TCMs is included.
The analysis of air quality benefits potential-Iy
attributabl-ê to bicycling depends on estimates of
existing and potential bicycling patterns in the region. Bicycle trips neither cause nor decrease air
pollution--only when bicycle trips divert trips from
other modes, prinarily automobiles, can air quality

